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We have heard reports that HTC is planning to exit the Indian market - a market that is known for its power in budget and middle-class smartphones. This implies that HTC can do away with the budget/middle-class smartphone category and focus more on the high end of the market, then we are not strangers. However, the Taiwanese company still believes
that there is something to offer the midsize segment, and it is called HTC U12 Life. A quick look at U12 Life shows what looks like a mix between Google Pixel and iPhone X, but it ditches the most controversial feature of the latter, the cutout. Even more interesting is that unlike other HTC phones from the recent past, U12 life is back to the much-loved 3.5mm
audio socket and the trend of 18:9 ratio aspects also on display. Let's check the specifications. Related: The best HTC phones to buy right now HTC U12 Life specs HTC U12 Life price and availability HTC U12 Life specs 18:9 FHD' LCD display qualcomm Snapdragon 636 processor 636 4GB of RAM 64GB of expandable dual memory 16MP and 5MP main
camera 13MP front-facing camera 3600mAh battery Android 8.1 Oreo Extra: Bluetooth 5.0, NFC, USB-C, Double SIM card, 3.5mm audio jack, rear scanner, etc. As you guessed it, we're looking at the successor to HTC U11 life and really this is a real update. The 2017 edition had a 5.2-inch screen and a smaller 2600 mAh battery, while the Snapdragon 630
processor took care of the business under the hood. As for the HTC U12 Life, there's a large 6-inch 18:9 full-resolution HD panel, even more 3600mAh battery and a more powerful Snapdragon 636 processor running show. HTC did a great turn on the USB-C port on the U11 life, but then shot himself in the foot, throwing a 3.5mm audio socket. The company
has made amends for this move and on U12 Life, both connectors are present, something that should make it a unique device in the company's latest smartphone portfolio. The HTC U12 Life has a dual camera lens on the back and, like many similar installations, the second sensor will be used to provide bokeh effects in photos. This effect is when the
background in the photo appears blurry to make the object outstanding, but unlike the premium U12, there is no second lens on the front, only 13MP units. In terms of software, HTC U12 Life runs Android 8.1 Oreo out of the box. Of course, it should be updated to Android Pie later, but what remains unclear is whether we can look forward to the Android One
version, which has a pie out of the box, just as it did last year, where the American version of Nougat out of the box while the rest of the globe got an Android One version with Oreo pre-installed. Related: These HTC Phones Will Get HTC's Android Pie U12 Life Price and Availability When Launched, HTC U11 was priced at $349 and HTC doesn't change
thing thing This is. Although it won't be coming to the US, the HTC U12 Life will sell for 349 pounds in Europe and 299 pounds in the UK. Availability starts in September and the device can be picked up in Moonlight Blue or Twilight Purple. It will be interesting to see how HTC U12 Life performs against other Snapdragon 636-powered smartphones, which are
essentially cheaper. Even more interesting is how the phone will go against superb midrangers with similar or much cheaper price tags, among them the Xiaomi Mi A2, Nokia 7 Plus, and Xiaomi Poco F1, among others. With Android and just a few months away, HTC today finally announced on Facebook and Twitter when its flagship smartphones will get
Android 9 Pie.According to HTC, U11 will get the first dibs on the pie sometime this month. U12 Plus will get the pie sometime in June and the U11 Plus will receive an update at the end of June. If you think it's a little retarded, you're not the only one who feels that way. We want to share the release schedule of Android Pie updates for #HTC smartphones.
Please note that these dates may be affected by certain regions and media deployments. U11 deployment will begin at the end of May 2019; U11 will start at the end of June 2019; U12 will start in mid-June 2019. Thanks pic.twitter.com/eyeCdX5qWm - HTC (@htc) May 10, 2019Android Authority contacted HTC to see if any of his other smartphones would
get a pie but had not heard back in press time. HTC phone owners have been waiting quite a long time to get a taste of the pie. HTC first announced the launch of Pie back in August 2018, when Google officially released the final public version of the update. Since then, only android One edition of U11 Life has gotten Pie.What hurts that the HTC Sense
version of U11 Life won't get the pie, although he and his Android One brother share the same hardware. What also hurts is that U12 Plus owners have to wait another month for the pie, even if it's HTC's current flagship. It's nice to finally see the pie roll out on HTC smartphones, but it may be too late for some who have moved on. NEXT: HTC pulls
smartphones from major Chinese markets with the first Android and developer preview supposedly dropping any day, it's easy to forget HTC is still lagging behind when it comes to its Android 9 Pie rollout. HTC finally provided a status update on Twitter for device owners, although they don't like what they read. According to HTC, it is still working on a pie
update for the HTC U11, U11 Plus and U12 Plus. HTC also noted that the update will be rolling out on the aforementioned smartphones starting 2nd 2019, although phones purchased through carriers are at the mercy of these carriers. We'd like to share the status on the Android 9 update. HTC is currently working on securing To make the update compatible
with our phones and we expect release for U11, U11 and U12 customers starting at 2'19. The exact time is deferred to operators IN different countries.- HTC (@htc) March 11, 2019 New phones are likely to get priorities, so U11 owners can wait longer than U11 Plus and U12 Plus owners. However, HTC smartphone owners have been waiting a long time
anyway for the pie to hit their devices. HTC initially announced the pie rollout back in August 2018, when Google officially released the final version of the update. Since then, only Android One has received the release of U11 Life. What hurts is that HTC launched U11 Life in 2017 and supplanted the pie on this phone first, although the U12 Plus is a much
newer and current flagship company. What also hurts is that the HTC Sense version of U11 Life won't get a pie, although the hardware is just like the Android One version. It seems that HTC doesn't take software updates as seriously as it once did, and why would it? The company has endured a tough 2018, with 2019 shaping up to be a continuation of the
previous struggle. Slow software updates don't death ringing by any means - hey, Samsung - but it doesn't help when these updates come (or don't come) from a company like HTC. Looks like HTC's next phone, Android One-powered U12 Life, will be launched with Android 8.1 Oreo rather than Android 9.0 Pie. This means that the phone must be presented
sooner rather than later. And U12 Life is supposedly to be produced not in the house, but by a third-party manufacturer (not a word about which one). This is probably a direct result of HTC cutting about 1,500 people out of its manufacturing unit. Imagine Life (allegedly U12 Life) will come with Android 8.1 on board. Interesting fact about this, this device will be
ODM manufactured ... - LlabTooFeR (@LlabTooFeR) August 13, 2018 We have an unfinished idea of what HTC U12 Life will be. It is expected to have a 6-inch 18:9 1080x2160px IPS LCD, a Snapdragon 636 chipset with 4GB of RAM and 64GB of onboard storage. He is likely to have a 16MP and 5MP dual camera on his back and a 13MP perch at the
front. The battery will be 3600mAh unit. Finally the HTC U12 life can have a Pixel-like dual-tone design. Altema, August 21, 2019The battery life became worthy after the initial update. I use my hard and battery life ... Save you a friend. Another question, do you think I should FACTORY RESET my U12 after I update it to the pie? Does it make any difference
or stay as it is! A238 ADI, July 07, 2019I also really love HTC devices. Since you have the Htc U12 , How battery life of this phone ... MoreThe battery life became worthy after the initial update. I use mine hard, and battery life is on par with the S1 Plus, and better than my recently updated iPhone 6S Plus. If I decided not to binge watch movies and and spend
less time on games (I actually have a friend who comes to mobile gaming sessions), then I can go two days on one charge without power supply Modes. The buttons that reviewers initially hated are now a delight to use, and I often find myself clicking them because they feel good. The click is of course a tactile engine that is almost identical to the wonderful
Pixel 3. I pulled tactile engines other than the U12 and Pixel 3, and the HTC one is higher quality. Overall, I just bought the iPhone XS a couple of weeks ago, and the U12 is even better. The A238 received an update this morning, in fact two security updates followed by the pie update. It took them too long, but I have to say that the update looks very
polished. Apps that haven't played well with a split screen are good now, even set. One big surprise: the brightness of the screen! 70% screen brightness is about that maximum before, and turning it all the way up to hurt your eyes! Makes me wish I had taken measurements with my light meter before the update. I was ok with the old maximum brightness,
but I'm not going to complain! I'll have to check and see if the U12 is still faster than the S10 as the animation has been increased. I Anonymous, 03 July 2019Y really needed a Wi-Fi call on my U12 because of the bad signal in the room where I live, which I you you ... Morewi-Fi call is the operator option. The network operator must provide a Wi-Fi call option
for the htc U12. I've seen Wi-Fi call kits in the call options menu on htc u12 used on the net that take this for your phone. Killer, July 03, 2019I love my U12 plus, it's over all the other brands. It's not a brand for everyone. And OS... moreI also love HTC devices a lot. Since you have the Htc U12 , How battery life of this phone and pressure sensitive buttons
answer back well? I really want to know about these two things. :) M Killer, 03 July 2019I love my U12 plus, it's over all the other brands. It's not a brand for everyone. And OS... I'm more sympathetic to you. It's not for everyone. For me, they have better quality compared to Apple. Let's drown together. No.. ? Anonymous, July 02, 2019This remark here is
exactly why technology goes to hell. Obsession with little things from... moreI really needed a Wi-Fi call on my U12 because of the bad signal in the room where I live, which I thought the pie could bring with me (despite the U11 on Oreo with it) and I just tired of waiting. Updated to onePlus 7 Pro 5G at the end of May, don't look back. G It's sad... ANdroid pie,
almost 1-1.5 years after the release of the device. I'm a big fan of HTC... but they give up, they also gave up so many sales channels. Their phones don't even make it to Africa anymore. I had hope of turning around as Nokia has, which are doing great since they threw custom skins and went down the path of Android one for their software. No bloat, regular
updates. But HTC is done. and if they're struggling with they are as they are, nature will put out their force.... stubborn it's good if you you Leader. Not this not again. they could give themselves a chance... But instead of switching their skin software with a stock Android one, and adapting their hardware designs to te 21st century, they go and release the
phone blockhain,,... and now announce a successor.... shaking his head. Unfortunately, HTC, you do all the wrong things to seal the coffin with I love my U12 Plus, it's for all the other brands. It's not a brand for everyone. And the OS is very clean. I'll stay with HTC until the end. D Anonymous, 02 July 2019This comment here is exactly why technology goes to
hell. Obsession with little things from... more if you don't stay competitive in the market than no one is going to take you seriously. Are you gonna be just food for big fish.there's no reason to buy an HTC smartphone anymore? Anonymous, 02 July 2019Who even buys HTC phones more  Samsung, Pixel and Xiaomi do much better mid-range and fl...
moreYou right the number of people who are still able to use their brains is getting lower, so not many still buys HTC. ? ProJames-CHM, July 2, 2019Ym without additional restrictions? Still white? More iOS-like? No more call records? If you... moreLmao I got me there, thanks for laughing fam? Anonymous, 02 July 2019Who even buys HTC phones more 
Samsung, Pixel and Xiaomi do much better mid-range and fl... moreXamio has only 1 Market India. ? Anonymous, July 02, 2019This remark here is exactly why technology goes to hell. Obsession with little things from... MoreSoftware update is not about useless features only it is about fixing bugs, improve security and improve overall OS performance and
stability. ? Who even buys HTC phones more  Samsung, Pixel and Xiaomi make much better mid-range and flagships. LG and Sony will soon follow the fate of HTCs. Sony has even admitted that it is working at a huge loss and will continue to remain in the smartphone market only to market itself for its other products, for example. TV, audio, etc. LG just
lost the plot completely bat one stage it was the only competition Samsung in the Android space, now it does not exist. Hardly a year ago the flagship phone was getting this first OS update after one year. The other day, everyone is bashing Nokia for not providing its second OS update, the PIE for Nokia 2, the two-year low end of the phone! P52785578
GregLu, July 2, 2019Find, twelve buyers have been waiting so long !11. The 12th owner got it after he fell from the truck. P52785578 Anonymous, July 2, 2019It's a remark here is exactly why technology goes to hell. Obsession with little things from... More-in-the-further restrictions? Still white? More iOS-like? No more call records? If you're not sure to get a
pie with these 4, then you've lost the man's case.? NoName, 02 July 2019Lol, Android Pie right now when Pie is released 6 2018. 1 reason why not nee... MoreIt's a comment here for sure technology goes to hell. The obsession with small things on the part of consumers means that companies lose money and even go bankrupt, which means that people are
unemployed. With Android 8 to 9, what, frankly, is one new feature that you couldn't live without in Android 8? I'll wait. ? NoName, 02 July 2019Lol, Android Pie right now when the pie is released on August 6, 2018. 1 reason why not nee ... MoreIt's snapdragon 845 is not 835. 835. htc u12 life android 9 pie
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